APPENDIX 6

Community Asset Transfer Scheme
Equality Impact Assessment
Questions marked with (*) are mandatory.

1. Information

A

Age

B

Disability / long term
health condition

C

Ethnicity

1.1 What are the demographics of the people
who use the asset currently or when it was last
operational (including staff)?

*1.2 What are the demographics of the local
area where the asset is situated?

Only complete the rows which are relevant and
proportionate to the asset.

Only complete the rows which are relevant and
proportionate to the asset.

Most of the people who use the Loch are older
(over 50 years in age) but we do not keep this
routine information.

The majority (62%) of Milton of Campsie's
population is over 50, according to National
Records of Scotland.

Again, this is not information that we would
normally keep because of its sensitivity.

The Loch is in area of the 4th decile according
to the SIMD, in the least deprived 10% in terms
of disability and health conditions.

As above

98.7% of Milton of Campsie's population is
White according to National Records of
Scotland.
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D

Gender

E

LGBT+

F

People living in rural
areas

G

Pregnant women or
those who’ve recently
given birth

H

Religion / belief

I

Unpaid carers

J

Other (please specify
any relevant groups of
people who are not
represented by the
categories above)

As above

As above

People using the loch are generally from the rural and
peri-urban areas surrounding the Loch in East
Dunbartonshire, North Lanarkshire and Glasgow (post
code areas G63-G69)

As above

As above

As above

This is not
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1.3 Please describe the feedback from any community consultation you have done, which relates specifically to the views of people
identifying with any of the characteristics above.

We have consulted with the local community council, local landowners and been in touch with several elected representatives. All
of whom represent the needs and priorities of the groups mentioned, and others. We have had no negative feedback from anyone,
nor any cause to believe that any group will be adversely affected by our plans.

If you require advice when preparing your equality impact assessment form, please contact: equality@eastdunbarton.gov.uk

2. Impact
*2.1 In relation to your answers at questions 1 - 3 and thinking about your proposals for the asset,
what are the possible positive, adverse or neutral impacts on groups of people in relation to the
characteristics below.

A

Age

B

Disability / long term
health condition

C

Ethnicity

Possible positive impact / benefits

Possible adverse impact / risks

Positive impacts since we intend
widening access for younger people

We can think of no possible adverse
impacts or risks this may bring

The installation of toilets and improving
Again, we can think of no adverse
access and egress will support people
impacts or risks this may bring
with disabled to access and use facilities
Improving access generally with help improve the likelihood of ethnic diversity
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None

Neutral impact
()
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D

Gender

E

LGBT+

F

People living in rural
areas

G

Pregnant women or
those who’ve recently
given birth

H

Religion / belief

I

Unpaid carers

J

Other (please specify
any relevant groups of
people who are not

The installation of toilets will, we believe,
encourage women to use the facilities

This is probably neutral. We have no
data from which to draw conclusions

Improving access will encourage the
likelihood of people living in rural areas
to access the facilities
Providing toilet facilities will definitely
improve the likelihood of this happening.

Again, this is likely to be neutral

This is also neutral

n/a
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represented by the
categories above)
K

Cross Cutting

Improving access will provide
opportunities for insersectional diversity

2.2. How will this asset transfer affect relations within and across communities? (add more rows as necessary)
Possible positive impact / benefits

Possible adverse impact / risks

Increasing access and raising the profile of the site will improve the
likelihood of greater diversity of communities accessing and using
the site. It can only be a good thing for diversity and improve
positive relationships between communities for them to come into
contact with each other in such a space

There are no adverse impacts that we can tell. However, it goes
without saying that the group presently using the loch are fairly
homogenous at present (white, male, able-bodied). The impact
of more diverse groups using and accessing the loch needs to
be closely monitored for any unforeseen negative impacts.

3. Actions
Thinking about all the possible impacts you have identified in this form, please list any actions you will take to:
i) avoid possible adverse impact; and
ii) encourage and promote possible positive impact
What

Who

When

A

Improve toilets

Disabled People/Women

ASAP

B

Improve Access and Egress

All groups/cross cutting

ASAP

C
D
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*4. Completion
Name
Date

Other Formats & Translations
This document can be provided in large print, Braille or on CD and can be translated into other community languages. Please contact
the Council’s Corporate Communications Team at 12 Strathkelvin Place, Kirkintilloch, G66 1TJ, tel 0300 123 4510
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